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Reent progress for Linear Collider SM/BSMHiggs/Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking CalulationsJ�urgen Reuter1 �DESY Theory Group -Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, GermanyIn this paper I review the alulations (and partially simulations and theoretial studies)that have been made and published during the last two to three years fousing on theeletroweak symmetry breaking setor and the Higgs boson(s) within the StandardModel and models beyond the Standard Model (BSM) at or relevant for either theInternational Linear Collider (ILC) or the Compat Linear Collider (CLIC), ommonlyabbreviated as Linear Collider (LC).1 General RemarksMost of the work on the eletroweak symmetry breaking setor an be grouped into thefollowing three ategories: 1) Preision alulations for the Higgs mass within the SM andin BSM models, 2) preision alulations for eletroweak (EW) proesses relevant to theEW setor, and 3) Higgs prodution proesses. Eah of the ategories omprises studiesand alulations within the SM as well as in BSM models. The �rst ategory on preisionalulations for the Higgs mass is still one of the most important issues for the redution ofthe theory error on the Higgs mass predition whih is highly relevant for the Higgs searhesand potential measurements at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This part and also thethird part, the preision alulations for spei� Higgs prodution (and deay) hannels arenot overed, mainly beause there has not been done muh on these subjets in the pastthree years, or the results are overed elsewhere. Several topis that �t in the ontext of thisdoument have also been overed by other people during the LCWS onferene in Granadalike Higgs prodution in SUSY deays [1℄, omposite Higgs physis [2℄, the non-minimalavor-violating (NMFV) MSSM [3℄, preision studies of the 2HDM [4℄, or also the Higgssetor of a pure B � L model [5℄.2 Preision alulations to SM Higgs and Bakground Proesses2.1 Eletroweak Triboson ProdutionTwo of the most important proesses to hek and overonstrain the setor of eletroweaksymmetry breaking both at LHC as well as a future linear ollider are triboson produtionand vetor boson sattering. The proesses e+e� ! WWZ;mZZZ are ommonly viewedas a logial ontinuation of the physis from WW prodution atLEP. In Ref [6℄ it was shown that both proesses at a 1 TeV ILC allow for a preisionmeasurement of the quarti gauge ouplings (QGC) and a possible determination anomalousQGCs or onstraining them muh better than the projeted measurement apabilities at theLHC. The WWZ hannel alone enables one to onstrain the parameter spae in the �4=5anomalous QGC parameters, while ombining this with the ZZZ measurement shrinks�Dediated to the memory of our friend Uli Baur.1 LCWS11
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Figure 1: Di�erentialMWW and yWW distributions for ee!WWZ. The blak line are thefull NLO orretions, while the blue line shows the genuine weak orretions.
the on�dene level ellipses besides its muh lower statistis by a fator three to four. Todetermine deviations from the SM QGC with an integrated luminosity of 1 fb�1 a theoretialpreision of at the per-mil level. There have been three di�erent groups alulating the NLOorretions to the two triboson prodution proesses e+e� ! WWZ;ZZZ, [7{9℄. In the't Hooft-Feynman gauge used in Ref. [7℄ the NLO orretions omprise 2700 diagrams forthe WWZ hannel inluding 109 pentagon diagrams, while the orresponding ZZZ proesshas roughly 1800 diagrams ontaining 64 pentagons. They used two di�erent independentodes, both based on the FeynArts/FormCal pakage [11, 12℄. The alulation has beenperformed in the kinemati regime where MWW is below the Higgs threshold, using the on-shell renormalization sheme, the Passarino-Veltman tensor redution [13℄, and the methodproposed in [14℄ to avoid numerial instabilities from vanishing inverse Gram determinants.They ompared the Catani-Seymour dipole subtration method [15, 16℄ as well as a phase-spae sliing method to treat the soft-ollinear divergenies, whih agree until the soft-ollinear approximation breaks down. Both groups [7{9℄ ompared their results with eahother and found agreement. The dominant eletroweak orretions ome from QED initialstate radiation (ISR), whih an be subtrated to obtain the genuine weak orretions basedeither on the Catani-Seymourmethod or on an experimental extration fromZZZ. The peakross setion �peak(WWZ) � 50 fb is muh larger than the orresponding �peak(WWZ) �1:2 fb. The full EW orretions inluding QED ISR are negative and amount to -30 %of the ross setion, while the genuine EW orretions are of the order of -7 to -18 %, f.Fig. 1 This alulation is onsistent with estimates from EW double-logarithmi Sudakovorretions [17℄.The authors of [10℄ have studied the inuene of �nite-width e�ets in the near-thresholdprodution at the ILC. They �nd that using �nite widths for EW gauge bosons as well asthe Higgs ould alter the lineshape of the proess ross setions at the level of 20-30 perent. However, a proper treatment using resummation would be highly desirable here.LCWS11 2



Figure 2: Left: relative NLO orretions for the proess WW ! tt: the dashed green lineare the full orretions, the blak line the EW and the red the QCD orretions, respetively.Right: The tt invariant mass distribution at LO (dark line), the dashed line gives the NLOQCD orretions, while the dotted one shows the NLO EW orretions.2.2 Vetor Boson SatteringAs has been also shown in [6℄, vetor boson sattering is an even more powerful tool toexamine and (over)onstrain the EWSB setor (for an overview how to desribe resonanesin the EW setor for enter-of-mass energies of 1 TeV and larger see e.g. [18℄). The topYukawa oupling might play a speial role in the SM as the only oupling of order one,hene, it is an interesting topi to study vetor boson sattering to a top quark pair. In [19℄,the authors have alulated the QCD and EW NLO orretions to this sattering proessWW;ZZ ! t�t in the on-shell sheme. They �nd that the orretions grow with rising Higgsmass and that the EW orretions mostly anel the QCD orretions suh that the totalorretions over most of the mass range are only of the order of �5 %, f. the left plot inFig. 2. The alulations are for the 2 ! 2 sattering proess, and the �nal results havebeen obtained in the e�etive W approximation (EWA), i.e. using struture funtions forthe W=Z as a parton in the eletron. Suh a desription is known to give rise to deviationsof di�erential ross setions from irreduible bakground from W=Z bremsstrahlung. Thise�et an be even larger than the NLO orretions [18℄.2.3 Top-Antitop Assoiated ProdutionAt ILC or CLIC, t�th assoiated prodution is an important proess to measure preisely theproperties of the Higgs boson after it has been disovered, spei�ally its Yukawa ouplingto the top quark. For this proess and a light Higgs boson whih predominantly deays intobottom quarks the proess e+e� ! t�tZ is one of the most severe bakgrounds. Hene, it isimportant to know this bakground at NLO. The QCD and EW NLO orretions have beenalulated in the paper [20℄ based on FeynArts/FormCal [11, 12℄. The on-shell shemehas been used and a trivial CKM matrix was assumed throughout the alulation whihhas been performed for a �xed Higgs mass of 120 GeV. Lei et al. used photon and gluon3 LCWS11



Figure 3: NLO orretions to ttZ prodution at an ILC: The dashed urve shows the eletriorretions, the dotted one the pure eletroweak and the full line the sum of the two.masses, respetively, to regulate infrared singularities. For this proess, as expeted, theQCD orretions dominate and are positive, � 40 %, while the EW orretions are negativeof size � �4� 8 %, see the right plot in Fig. 2. The relative size of purely eletromagnetias well as purely weak orretions are shown in Fig. 3.2.4 Charged Higgs produtionWithin the Two-Higgs-doublet model, either the generi one, or in the ontext of the MSSM,harged Higgs pair prodution might not be in the kinematial of a 1 TeV ILC. It is never-theless worthwhile to study the prodution where only one of the two is on-shell and thengoes into a top-bottom pair, hene the proess: e+e� ! t�bH�. This is spei�ally importantin the high Higgs mass region and in the deoupling limit. The SM QCD NLO orretionsfor that proess have been alulated in [21℄. Quite reently, the SUSY QCD NLO orre-tions for that proess have been alulated by [22℄. They found that the orretions areenhaned in the parameter region of large tan� whih an as usual be aounted for by aresummed bottom Yukawa oupling. The residual SUSY QCD orretions are of the orderof �10 to �15 %. In addition, the authors heked a ompletely analytial alulation bya method using a numerial evaluation of both loop and phase-spae integrals based onBernstein-Tkahov [23, 24℄. This method whih has been used before only for up to 2 ! 2proesses [25℄, is here for the �rst time applied to a 2! 3 kinematis. The authors found nopartiular gain in speed/performane or a simpler treatment ompared to the fully analytiapproah.LCWS11 4



2.5 Trilinear Higgs ouplingThe trilinear Higgs oupling is the main reent fous on investigations in SM Higgs physis,as it might give the only possible handle to the Higgs potential itself, whih is the true triggerfor the EWSB. Most of the relevant investigations about measuring the triple Higgs ouplingat the ILC an be found in [26,27℄. More reently, in [28℄ the proesses e+e� ! HHb�b;HHt�thave been studied with the main purpose to look for possible interferene e�ets from theontinuum prodution and the diagram ontaining the trilinear Higgs oupling. As expeted,the interferenes are tiny, of the order 3 %, for these proesses. A very extensive investigationof the question whether and how well the trilinear Higgs oupling will be measurable at ILChas been done by Baur [29℄.Baur found that the WW fusion proess with the �nal state ���HH dominates over theHiggsstrahlung proess with �nal state ZHH (note that the �rst is partially also ontained inthe seond one regarding the invisible Z deay, but not in the kinematial region onsideredhere). The paper simulates the full �nal states taking all interferenes into aount usingthe WHIZARD generator [30,31℄. O�-shell and interferene e�ets are known to be generiallyruial in eletroweak prodution at an ILC, spei�ally if heavier Higgses are to be extratedvia ut-based analyses from their SM bakgrounds [32℄. Despite this, these e�ets are notoverly important for that partiular proess here. The main onlusion of the paper is thatthe trilinear Higgs oupling �HHH an be measured for a Higgs mass in the range of 120-180GeV at a 1 TeV ILC with a preision from 20-80 %, while a 3 TeV CLIC ould even ahievea preision of 10-20 %. The result although has to be taken with a small grain of salt asneither ISR nor beamstrahlung have been inluded in the study; but they both an havequite large e�ets on suh signal-to-bakground investigations (f. e.g. [32℄). The largestbakground to the signal omes from the jjbb �nal state with two light jets, two b jets andtwo harm jets with harm mistagged as a bottom quark. The di-Higgs invariant mass inthe fully reonstrutible �nal state jjbb is shown for two di�erent Higgs masses (120 and140 GeV) in Fig. 4.3 EW proesses in BSM modelsMany studies on BSM models have been done, historially with a strong fous or even biasto supersymmetri models like the MSSM (f. e.g. [33{35℄. Here, I will not over any EWalulations or studies related to supersymmetri theories, some work presented during thisonferene an be found in [1℄. The investigations summarized in this report deal with a SMwith a fourth generation, tehniolor and topolor-assisted tehniolor, Little Higgs modelsas well as twin-Higgs models.3.1 SM with a fourth generationA fourth SM family is already heavily onstrained by LHC data, not so muh by the diretsearhes but by the Higgs searh. However, suh a possibility is still not ompletely ruled out.In the paper [36℄ speial type of dimension six interations between the light SM quarks, the4th generation up-type quark (t0) and the SM gauge bosons are introdued whih resemblemagneti moment-type interations. Suh operators like L = Pu �� t0���quF�� ould evendominate the hiral SM interations, and are hene easy, but also worthwile to study. Theseouplings allow for a single prodution of the t0 states in e+e� ! t0q ! Wbq. The authors5 LCWS11



Figure 4: HH invariant mass in the fully reonstrutible �nal state jjbb for Higgs massesof 120 GeV (upper) and 140 GeV (lower). The dashed line is for enhaning the trilinearoupling by a fator of 2, the dotted line is setting it to zero. The blue line shows thefatorized proess without interferenes.
LCWS11 6



Figure 5: The Wb invariant mass for enter-of-mass energies of 500 GeV (left) and 3 TeV(right). The red line shows the SM bakground, the peaks are the t0 signals for di�erentmasses.study the detetability at ILC in these �nal states as a funtion of the t0 mass, shown inFig. 5, where the Wb invariant mass is shown for a 500 GeV ILC and a 3 TeV CLIC fordi�erent t0 masses.3.2 Tehniolor and Top-Color assisted TehniolorTehniolor is a model where there are new matter onstituents (tehniquarks) and theorresponding fore arriers (tehnigluons) of new strong dynamis at the TeV sale [37,38℄. These models are having diÆulties to be reoniled with the eletroweak preisionobservables, with avor, and the generation of fermion masses. However, they gained a bigrevival in the ontext of dual models in the sense of the adS/CFT orrespondene. Topolor,on the other side, is a model where there is a new strong interation of only the top quarkwhih makes it ondense and triggers EW symmetry breaking [39, 40℄. Topolor-AssistedTehniolor (TC2) is a mixture of both (extended) tehniolor as well as topolor, where oneis fored to introdue a vauum \tilted" in the U(1) harges to avoid phenomenologiallyatastrophial b�b ondensates (for more details f. [41℄).In these models there are emergent top pions with masses naturally of the order of thetop quark, m� � mt, a top-pion deay onstant of f� � 60 GeV, and a orresponding\Yukawa" oupling gtb� � mt=sqrt2f� � 2:5. So basially, these models are like a 2HDMin the deoupling limit, with the pseudosalar top-pions and a salar alled the top-Higgsas deoupled states. In [42℄ the authors alulated the pair prodution in the proesses�t�t and �tht both for the LHC as well as for the ILC. The indiret bounds together withthe searhes from Tevatron (whih had almost never been able to see these states) yield alower bound like m�;mh � 220 GeV. Even with present LHC data presumably only thelow-mass region is left non-exluded, but searhes for these states at the LHC are diÆult.The authors alulated the tree-level ross setions as well as the NLO vertex orreetionsusing the LoopTools pakage [12℄. They found small K-fators of 1.05. The ross setionfor e+e� ! �t�t at a 1.5 TeV linear ollider is of the order 20 fb.For the two proesses e+e� ! �t�t and e+e� ! �tht there is a disrepany with twoearlier NLO alulations, Ref. [43℄ and [44℄. The main bakgrounds for these proesses areSM triboson prodution whih an however e�etively be suppressed by a ut-based analysis.7 LCWS11



Another paper [45℄ alulates the pair prodution ross setions of topolor pions inphoton-indued proesses, both at the LHC and at the ILC. Together with the tree-levelresult they also alulate the leading NLO ontribution. For the photon-indued toppionpair prodution, e+e� !  ! �t�t the K-fator is again 1.05, while the ross setion is ofthe order of one pb at a 1.5 TeV linear ollider. For the toppion/top-Higgs pair produtionthe orresponding ross setion is . 10 fb. The main onlusions from here are that theILC (at least in the 1.5 TeV version) an detet top-pions, but annot ompete with theLHC detetion apabilities. For all of these papers mentioned here, an investigation of arealisti ILC environment together with ISR and beamstrahlung is missing as well as a morethorough study of the ILC apability as a funtion of the parameter spaes of the TC models.Note that there was also another independent NLO alulation for  ! �+t ��t in Ref. [42℄.Further alulations dealt with the proess e+e� ! W+��t �0t [46℄, where the rosssetions are only in the range of a few femtobarns. The main bakground is ttbW whihis very ompliated �nal state with high multipliity. Suh a signal will be quite diÆult todig out of the bakground. Also note that suh ross setions are not reliable any more forenter-of-mass energies ps & 1 TeV, as in the ase of non-unitarized multi-pion sattering.Ref. [46℄ also studied the assoiated prodution e+e� ! Z�+t ��t . Again, the ross setionsare of the order of roughly a femtobarn and only marginally visible. All these alulationshave also been performed for the ase of photon-indued proesses, ee!  ! X . Anotherpubliation [47℄ also inluded prodution of a top-Higgs in assoiation with top quarks ingamma-indued ollisions, e+e� !  ! t�tht.3.3 Little Higgs modelsLittle Higgs models [48{50℄ are a variant of strongly interating models that are in betteragreement with EW preision data, as they manage to have a weakly interating setorat the TeV sale. These models have as generi properties an extended global symmetrytogether with an extended salar setor ompared to the SM, an extended gauge symmetryand hene new heavy vetors (Z 0, W 0), as well as new heavy fermions, espeially a heavy topquark T . Some of these models have a disrete symmetry, alled T -parity in order to furtherameliorate EW preision observables. This allows then for dark matter. Generially, thereare two types of models, the produt group model, where the salars are in an irreduiblerepresentation (irrep), while the weak gauge group is a produt group, and the simple groupmodels, where the weak gauge group is simple and the salar modes are in a produt grouprepresentation. The most important model of the �rst lass is the Littlest Higgs [49℄, andthe Simplest Little Higgs [51℄ of the seond lass, respetively. In the Littlest Higgs, theessential parameters of these models are the intermediate sale whih sets the mass for theadditional weakly interating states as well as the Higgs triplet vauum expetation value(vev). Constraints from EW preision observables demand f & 3 � 4 TeV, and v0 . 10�2GeV [52{54℄. As the Goldstone bosons from the omplex Higgs triplet of that model arediÆult to see at the LHC, Ref. [55℄. The ross setion largely su�ers from phase spaeas well as the deoupling limit, Fig. 6. The authors fous on the fermiophobi limit whihis favored by EW preision observables. The main SM bakground is Ztt, but no realistidetetability study has been done (yet).In many of these models, there are global U(1) symmetries rather naturally whih lead tosingle light pseudosalar Goldstone bosons [56℄, whih ould serve as a disriminator betweendi�erent Little Higgs model lasses [57℄. Reently, the top quark-assoiated prodution ofLCWS11 8



Figure 6: The ross setion for the pair prodution of Z� in the Littlest Higgs model asa funtion of the enter-of-mass, the two mixing angles in the gauge setor as well as themodel sale, f .suh a pseudo-axion has been revisited for the Simplest Little Higgs with T -parity [58℄.The ross setions are ompatible with the orresponding ee ! tth ross setions from theSM or the MSSM, namely roughly 1 fb. The authors also added the tt� prodution from-indued interations. Generially, all these ross setions are not too promising but theyadd an additional soure for measurements within the Simplest Little Higgs.3.4 Twin-Higgs modelsTwin-Higgs models are extensions of the SM by a disrete (parity) symmetry. This ouldbe either a mirror symmetry [59℄, or a disrete left-right exhange symmetry [60{62℄. Thesemodels are similar to Little Higgs as there are Goldstone bosons arising from the breakingof a large(r) global symmetry. The parity doubling is responsible for the anellation ofthe quadrati divergenies. The speial thing about these models is that they have nonew olored states, hene they are notoriously diÆult to disover at the LHC. It is onlythe Higgs whih ommuniates to the mirror setor. Drell-Yan prodution is possible butsu�ers from large bakgrounds. In the left-right symmetri twin-Higgs model (LRTH) [63℄there is a U(4)1 � U(4)2 global symmetry, and a gauge left-right symmetry, SU(2)L �SU(2)R � U(1)B�L. The Higgs spetrum onsists of the standard salar Higgs, a hargedHiggs ��, a pseudosalar �0 and a heavy doublet (h+1 ; h02). In Ref. [64℄ the pair produtionof h�0 has been alulated in the LRTH. The ross setions are marginal and even loseto threshold not larger than one fb, but an give rise to Z 0 resonanes at CLIC in therange above 1 TeV. As the predominant deay is �0 ! b�b, these states are only limitedby the detetor resolution. Another publiation estimated the orretions to (multiple)9 LCWS11



Higgsstrahlung e+e� ! ZH;ZHH in the LR Twin-Higgs model, [65℄. As has been studiedin the ontext of Little Higgs models, extensions of the EW Higgs setor an drastiallyenhane these proesses [57℄. The enhanement auf these ross setions makes the proessesavailable as disovery modes at an ILC or CLIC.4 Summary and ConlusionsSreening the literature and work on eletroweak and Higgs physis (preision) alulationsof the last ouple of years with emphasis on a Future Linear Collider shows that we arewell prepared for the physis at suh a mahine. Basially all signal and most bakgroundproesses are known at next-to-leading order, while some of the open proesses like vetorboson sattering and triboson prodution have been alulated at NLO reently. Theseproesses are the ornerstone of the high-luminosity and/or high-energy physis program,and they are at the heart of EW symmetry breaking. One of the �nal open tasks aftera possible disovery of a SM-like Higgs boson and its preision taxonomy at LHC andILC/CLIC will be the mapping out of the Higgs potential to �nd out whether this is indeedas given in the SM or has some deeper mehanism leading to its generation.Conerning beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physis, the fous in the reent yearswas on EW symmetry breaking-related proesses in mostly strongly interating models likeLittle Higgs, tehniolor, topolor and twin-Higgs models. Spei�ally multiple produtionof salar partiles as well as prodution in assoiation with top quarks or the EW gaugebosons have been the driving fores of the investigations. Generially, one an say thatguidane is needed from the Higgs-setor measurements and the high-energy phase of LHCto know in whih diretion to turn for a future ILC/CLIC.5 AknowledgmentsI would like to thank the organizers for a wonderful and perfet onferene at one of themost fasinating plaes in the world.Referenes[1℄ S. Heinemeyer, http://ilagenda.linearollider.org/ontributionDisplay.py?sessionId=5&ontribId=31&onfId=5134[2℄ C. Grojean, http://ilagenda.linearollider.org/ontributionDisplay.py?sessionId=5&ontribId=32&onfId=5134[3℄ M. Arana Catania, http://ilagenda.linearollider.org/ontributionDisplay.py?sessionId=5&ontribId=37&onfId=5134[4℄ H. Haber, http://ilagenda.linearollider.org/ontributionDisplay.py?sessionId=5&ontribId=39&onfId=5134[5℄ G. M. Pruna, http://ilagenda.linearollider.org/ontributionDisplay.py?sessionId=5&ontribId=47&onfId=5134[6℄ M. Beyer, W. Kilian, P. Krstonosi, K. Monig, J. Reuter, E. Shmidt and H. Shroder, Eur. Phys. J.C 48, 353 (2006) [hep-ph/0604048℄.[7℄ F. Boudjema, L. D. Ninh, S. Hao and M. M. Weber, Phys. Rev. D 81, 073007 (2010) [arXiv:0912.4234[hep-ph℄℄.[8℄ S. Ji-Juan, M. Wen-Gan, Z. Ren-You, W. Shao-Ming and G. Lei, Phys. Rev. D 78, 016007 (2008)[arXiv:0807.0669 [hep-ph℄℄.[9℄ S. Wei, M. Wen-Gan, Z. Ren-You, G. Lei and S. Mao, Phys. Lett. B 680, 321 (2009) [Erratum-ibid.684, 281 (2010)℄ [arXiv:0909.1064 [hep-ph℄℄.[10℄ R. S. Pasehnik and V. I. Kuksa, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 26, 1075 (2011) [arXiv:1011.4202 [hep-ph℄℄.[11℄ T. Hahn, Comput. Phys. Commun. 140, 418 (2001) [hep-ph/0012260℄.LCWS11 10
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